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From the Savoy to Soho, ground-breaking British chef 
Kim Woodward is showing how a kitchen should be run

Words: Michelle Johnson 

HEAT
is
ON

ost of the time, when we talk about 
women in business, we focus on 
breaking out of the kitchen and into 

the boardroom but in the industry of world-class 
gastronomy, it's the opposite. The restaurant 
scene has traditionally been very much a man's 
world but chefs like Kim Woodward – famed for 
being the Savoy Grill’s first female head chef in its 
illustrious 130-year history – are determined to 
challenge this status quo.

“There's never been a huge space for female 
chefs, but that is changing,” Woodward says. 
“Strong females are coming in and I love it. If you 
look at the women out there now – like [three 
Michelin-starred chef ] Clare Smyth at Core, and 
Hicce's head chef Pip Lacey – they are tough, 
ambitious, and really put themselves out there. 
Five years ago it was a different world.”

Woodward has been at the forefront of that 
seismic shift since early in her ambitious career. 
A chance to work in the kitchen of Big Cedar 
Lodge, Missouri, took her to America for nearly 
six years before she set her sights on the Gordon 
Ramsay Group, earning a spot as junior sous chef 
at Boxwood Café in 2007. 10 years with the group 
saw Woodward rise through the ranks, working 
at the Savoy Grill and launching upscale Plane 

Food restaurant in Heathrow's Terminal 5, before 
returning to London’s Savoy Grill as its first ever 
female head chef.

“It was like a dream,” she says. “At first we 
couldn't believe that I was really the only one, but 
when it was confirmed we thought, 'this could 
be massive'. Both for the restaurant and for the 
women in our industry.”

The chef ’s next project was to join D&D 
Group, revitalising Skylon, a modern European 
restaurant on London’s South Bank, before 
recently joining Soho-based music venue-come-
restaurant 100 Wardour St in June. This where 
we meet and chat as we pore over the venue’s 
new seasonal menus. For the plush bar and 
lounge, offerings include tapas-style nibbles and 
light treats with an Asian twist – a stalwart of the 
venue for the past few years – while downstairs 
Woodward is transforming the venue’s 200-cover 
restaurant into a gastronomic showcase with the 
spotlight firmly on fantastic ingredients, gourmet 
presentation and standout sharing dishes 
designed for dinner theatre. 

“As a chef working in this industry, you feel 
what’s changing, from the food trends to a 
decrease in Michelin-starred places. People want 
fantastic food done simply, amazing flavours 

and quality product, farm to table dining, and 
we catch onto that," says Woodward. "You look 
at the venue, you look at the kitchen, at what’s 
going on in the area – in this case Soho – and 
for me there’s just so much that can be done. 
I've especially enjoyed creating a large vegan 
and vegetarian menu. There's a real market for 
it in this area and it's really opened my eyes. 
We also attract a large weekend brunch crowd, 
and that's something we have a lot of fun with, 
both in terms of the menu and performances. 
Because of our location and history, we can be a 
little tongue-in-cheek and edgy.”

One question all chefs are asked is whom they 
would love to cook for, and for Woodward that 
question has been answered. 

“I've had opportunities to cook for Gordon 
Ramsay and even the Queen. Gordon was more 
nerve-wracking!” she laughs. “You have to be 
tough in this industry to keep going, to push 
yourself, you always have to want more. Being 
a chef is obviously hard work, people work very 
long hours, so it's great to have competition 
from other women – and prove it's not just a 
man's game."
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Chef Kim Woodward at 100 Wardour St


